English III Grammar Programme
2nd Trimester School Year 2018-2019 Morning Shift
Unit 4 Who’s watching?

GRAMMAR
-Uses of will
-Conjunctions in the
future
-Future continuous &
future perfect
-Second & third
conditionals (Follow
and write instructions
for a brief experiment)
-Expressing regret
-Third conditional
inversion
-Uses of could
-Uses of be able to
-Modal perfects

Unit 5 Mirror, mirror

READING

Unit 6 Techno-victims!

SPEAKING

-Police state
-Will life really be like
this?
-Facing up to a new life
-The ugly duckling
-A thousand pound bill –
and she never made a
call!
-Are you connected?
You may be in danger
(Read texts and interpret
the general idea,
important facts and
details)

REFERENCE

-Describing people and places Comment
about habits from different places
Speculating with a degree of certainty/
with uncertainty
Asking for or offering more information
Pron. asking for clarification
-Resolving a conflict
Expressing astonishment/ strong feelings
Trying to calm someone down (Share
emotions and reactions caused for a TV
programme.
Pron. wish & if only
-Making a complaint
Making a mild complaint/ strong
complaint
Apologizing and placating
Pron. Modal perfects

Achievers B2 Student’s
Book pages…
Unit 4: 40-42 & 44-48
Unit 5: 50-52 & 54-58
Unit 6: 60-62 & 64-68
Reader Explorer
Unit 9Unit 10-

VOCABULARY
Unit 4
Surveillance:
capture,
biometric,
information, closed circuit television,
computer chip, detect, identify,
identity card, iris recognition, monitor,
radio frequency identification, scan,
scrutinize, spy on, survey
Collective and partitive nouns: bar, bit,
bunch, drop, flock, group, herd,
packet, pair, part, piece, slice, speck,
swarm, tribe
Words which mean ‘increase’ and
‘decrease’: decline, mushroom, nosedive, plunge, plummet, sky-rocket,
soar, tumble
Verb zone: hear about, hear from, hear
of, listen in on, listen out for
Face to face: out of my mind, phew!,
pretty sure

Unit 5
Medicine
and
surgery:
anaesthetic,
cosmetic, cure, enlarge, ethical, incision,
infection, inject, intervention, needle,
operating theatre, perform, pin back,
procedure, reconstruct, recover, reduce,
remove, replace, reshape, scalpel, scissors,
stitches, syringe, surgeon, treat, undergo
Expressions with get: get a cup of tea, get an
e-mail, get an impression, get a present (for
someone), get a tattoo, get a visa, get
bigger, get breakfast, get bullied, get cold,
get cosmetic surgery, get facts, get fined, get
here, get home, get ill, get locked out, get
nightmares, get tickets
Compound adjectives with –ing
Verb zone: fit in, look like, put up with, stand
out, take after
Face to face: gosh yes, I’ve seen it all now!,
shoot

Unit 6
Connection problems: access, account, be
infected (with a virus), be corrupted, buffer,
delete, freeze, get a signal, hack into,
password, software, spam email, sync, top up
(a phone), webcam
Nouns ending in –y and their adjectives: clarity,
democracy/democratic,
electricity/electric/electrical,
family/familiar,
history/historical, industry/industrious, library,
luxury/luxurious,
mystery/mysterious,
psychology/psychological, remedy/remedial,
supply, technology/technological, tendency,
theory/theoretical
Use of adverbs
Verb zone: be taken in, hack in/into, log
on/onto, pay off, set up
Face to face: I second that!, Let me get this
right, Oh boy!

